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BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Covista
Communications, Inc.

Complainant,

v.

Victory Telecom, Inc. and Xtension Services,
Inc.

Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-2574-TP-CSS

XTENSION SERVICES, INC.’S MOTION TO DISMISS
COVISTA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.’S COMPLAINT

Pursuant to Ohio Administrative Code (“O.A.C.”) Rule 4901-9-01, Xtension

Services, Inc. (“Xtension”) respectfully moves the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (the

"Commission") to dismiss the above-captioned complaint ("Complaint"), filed by Covista

Communications, Inc. (“Covista”). The grounds for this motion are set forth in the

memorandum in support.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of,
XTENSION SERVICES, INC.

Thomas J. O’Brien
BRICKER & ECKLER LLP
100 South Third Street
Columbus, OH 43215-4291
Telephone: 614-227-2300
Facsimile: 614-227-2390
E-mail: tobrien@bricker.com
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BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Covista
Communications, Inc.

Complainant,

v.

Victory Telecom, Inc. and Xtension Services,
Inc.

Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-2574-TP-CSS

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

I. Background

Respondent Xtension is a reseller of large-scale long distance, private line and internet

access services. Xtension maintains its headquarters in Akron, Ohio, the location of its parent

corporation, First Communications, Inc. First Communications, Inc. is also the parent company

of First Communications, LLC, a retail telecommunications provider certificated and regulated

by the Commission. First Communications, LLC, is not a party to this complaint and not

involved in any way in this matter. Co-Respondent Victory Telecom, Inc., (“Victory”) is a sales

agent for Xtension and other telecommunications companies. Complainant, Covista, is a

telecommunications services provider to large and small business and enterprise customers.

Covista is certificated by the Commission as a competitive interexchange and local exchange

services provider.
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The relationship among the parties to this Complaint is as follows. On or about March 3,

2008, Victory Communications, in its capacity as agent for Xtension, caused Covista to execute

a Master Service Agreement (“MSA”) whereby Covista agreed to purchase wholesale

telecommunications services to be arranged by Xtension, according to terms and conditions

provided by Xtension. The MSA is referenced in the Complaint herein, and a true and accurate

copy of the MSA is attached hereto as Attachment A. Pursuant to the MSA, Xtension caused (at

Covista’s request) a DS3 circuit leased from Verizon to be connected to a TDM switch port

owned or controlled by Covista at one end, and a TDM switch port owned or controlled by

Verizon, at the other. This DS3 circuit was located entirely in the State of Texas. Over this DS3

Circuit, Covista purchased at wholesale through Xtension, Verizon’s Carrier Termination

service. The DS3 Circuit arranged by Xtension essentially enabled Covista to route traffic that it

originated on its own network to be routed for termination over the interstate, interexchange

network of Verizon. Xtension would receive an invoice from Verizon for the traffic it carried as

a result of this arrangement, and Xtension, in turn, billed Covista. The traffic carried over this

DS3 circuit originated and terminated across a broad range of states and involved interstate

traffic by a ratio of approximately 75% to 25%. Xtension receives approximately 100 million

call records per month from Verizon, these records, called CDRs identify the originating and

terminating ANIs associated with particular call traffic. Xtension would only learn of the

originating and terminating points for this traffic when the CDRs were received from Verizon

and appropriately rated according to contracted rate schedules and then billed to Covista. Of the

approximately $485,678 that was billed to Covista as a result of traffic passed through to

Verizon and terminated through its network between August, 2008 and August, 2009, $869.84

was billed as Ohio intrastate traffic, or 0.1791% of all traffic billed through this arrangement.
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II. The Complaint Should Be Dismissed for Failure to State Reasonable Grounds

The Commission’s primary complaint jurisdiction found at Ohio Revised Code Section

(“R.C.”) 4905.26 has been replaced by R.C. 4927.21 in the case of disputes between

telecommunications carriers, as the Commission’s jurisdiction over telecommunications services

rates, terms and conditions have been narrowly focused by the provisions found at R.C. 4927.01

through 4927.20. See, R.C. 4927(C). As a practical matter, R.C. 4927.21 operates substantially

similar to R.C. 4905.26. That section provides in relevant part:

(A) … Any dispute between telephone companies, between
telephone companies and wireless service providers, or between
wireless service providers that is within the commission’s
jurisdiction under sections 4927.01 to 4927.20 of the Revised
Code may be brought by a filing pursuant to this division.

(B) If it appears that reasonable grounds for complaint are stated
by a complaint filed under division (A) of this section, the
commission shall fix a time for hearing and shall notify
complainants and the telephone company or wireless service

For the following reasons, the Complaint fails to state reasonable grounds, as required by

R.C. 4927.21 and, accordingly, should be dismissed.

A. The Commission lacks jurisdiction over the MSA.

The MSA involved in this Complaint is purely a negotiated commercial arrangement

between interexchange carriers that involves the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “Act”)

only to the extent that it achieves the interconnection of telecommunications carriers. 47 U.S.C.

§251(a). The Commission does not have supervisory authority over the MSA pursuant to

Section 252 of the Act, because that portion of federal law only applies to negotiated agreements

between incumbent local exchange carriers and other telecommunications carriers. 47 U.S.C.

§252(a). There is no duty to file agreements that are not within the scope of Section 252 with
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state regulatory commissions. See also, O.A.C. Rule 4901:1-6-34. Because the MSA is

unquestionably beyond the jurisdiction of the Commission, it must, at a minimum, disregard

those references in the Complaint to the contractual relationship between the parties to the

Complaint. Those issues are properly before the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas, as

referenced at Paragraph 8 of the Complaint. Beyond this, even if a state commission did retain

some authority over the MSA, the relevant state authority would be Texas, the jurisdiction of the

interconnection. Because the MSA is a an agreement for wholesale telecommunications services

between two interexchange carriers through a single point of interconnection in Texas, and

involves only a trace of incidental Ohio intrastate interexchange traffic, the MSA is simply too

remote from any material issues over which this Commission has jurisdiction to warrant the

Commission’s time and attention. The Commission should dismiss this Complaint on these

grounds alone.

B. Discussion of the federal truth-in-billing requirements.

Notwithstanding the forgoing and compelling basis for dismissal, even if one assumes

this matter is jurisdictional, the Complaint still fails to state reasonable grounds. The only

remotely apparent jurisdictional allegation contained in the Complaint is found at Paragraph 12

of the Complaint:

If in fact Xtension did provide actual telecommunications services
to Victory, which were in turn re-sold by Victory to Covista, the
invoices for telecommunications services provided to Covista do
not clearly and conspicuously identify Xtension as the provider of
telecommunications services, apparent to the reasonable consumer,
in violation of the truth-in-billing requirements of 47 C.F.R.
64.2401 and Ohio Administrative Code § 4901:1-7-17

Again, assuming arguendo that there is a sufficient relational basis for the Commission

to exercise its federal truth in billing jurisdiction over this issue (all 0.1781% of the traffic
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billed), there is not a shred of evidence that the FCC’s truth in billing rules have been violated.

Those obligations are found at 47 C.F.R. § 64.2400, et. seq., and are carried through for Ohio-

specific billings at O.A.C. Rule 4901:1-6-17(A).

To begin the discussion, the rules should be placed into the context of this Complaint.

Beginning with the very last provision in the FCC’s rules, the following definition is found:

§64.2401(e) Definition of clear and conspicuous. For purposes of
this section, “clear and conspicuous” means notice that would be
apparent to the reasonable consumer.

The term “reasonable consumer” should be read in the context of the transaction within

which the “consumer” is involved, and there is nothing in the FCC’s rule to suggest otherwise.

Here, the context is an arms-length negotiated wholesale agreement between two large, very

sophisticated telecommunications providers involving very large volumes of interexchange

traffic - a very common industry transaction in which all of the involved parties are engaged on a

regular basis. This transaction involved a sales agent on behalf of Xtension – namely Victory.

Again, this is a regular and common practice in the telecommunications industry and a

relationship of which Covista was aware. It is in this context of a large scale, wholesale

provisioning agreement that the application of the FCC’s truth in billing rules must be

considered. Viewed in this way, it becomes perfectly apparent that this Complaint is specious, at

best.

1. 47 C.F.R. § 64.2400 Purpose and Scope

47 C.F.R. §64.2400 sets forth the purpose and scope of the federal truth-in-billing

requirements for common carrier. §64.2400(a) states:
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The purpose of these rules is to reduce slamming and other
telecommunications fraud by setting standards for bills for
telecommunications service. These rules are also intended to aid
customers in understanding their telecommunications bills and to
provide bills, and to provide them with the tools they need to make
informed choices in the market for telecommunications service.

As can be seen from the purpose and scope description of the FCC’s rules, it is really

apparent that these rules are intended for true “consumer” protection – meaning an end-user

customer of a telecommunications services provider, and not the protection of a large,

nationwide telecommunications carrier, for whom such rules will have little or no meaning.

Nevertheless, the FCC’s rules contain no such explicit limitation, and so the discussion will

continue.

2. 47 C.F.R. § 64.2401 Truth-in-Billing Requirements

(a) Bill organization. Telephone bills shall be clearly organized,
and must comply with the following requirements:

(1) The name of the service provider associated with each
charge must be clearly and conspicuously identified on
the telephone bill.

(2) Where charges for two or more carriers appear on the
same telephone bill, the charges must be separated by
service provider.

(3) The telephone bill must clearly and conspicuously
identify any change in service provider, including
identification of charges from any new service provider.
For purpose of this subparagraph “new service
provider” means a service provider that did not bill the
subscriber for service during the service provider’s last
billing cycle. This definition shall include only
providers that have continuing relationships with the
subscriber that will result in periodic charges on the
subscriber’s bill, unless the service is subsequently
canceled.

Attached hereto as Attachment B, is a verified copy of an actual bill sent by

Xtension to Covista as a result of the services Covista ordered through the MSA. As is
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perfectly apparent on the cover page of this invoice, it indicates “Network Provided by

Xtension Services, Inc.” It bears mentioning at this point that the MSA unambiguously

incorporates terms and conditions as found on Xtension’s website, in conformance with

the FCC’s regulations of such terms and conditions. Those terms and conditions spell out

precisely how the services under the MSA will be provisioned, and by whom.

Incorporating the specific terms and conditions of such wholesale agreements (and even

most retail agreements) is the telecommunications industry standard practice.

Beyond the identification of Xtension as the network provider, clearly and

conspicuously labeled at the top of the invoice, the remittance address is also to Xtension

Services, Inc., and in fact Covista made such remittances to Xtension. See Attachment C,

attached hereto and incorporated herein. Unquestionably, Xtension has complied with

the forgoing portions of the FCC’s rule.

Continuing with the other provisions of the FCC’s rule,

(b) Descriptions of billed charges. Charges contained on
telephone bills must be accompanied by a brief, clear, non-
misleading, plain language description of the service or
services rendered. The description must be sufficiently clear
in presentation and specific enough in content so that
customers can accurately assess that the services for which
they are billed correspond to those that they have requested
and received, and that the costs assessed for those services
conform to their understanding of the price charged.

The Commission can see from the detail provided in Attachment B that explicit

service detail was provided.

(c) “Deniable” and “Non-Deniable” Charges. Where a bill
contains charges for basic local service, in addition to other
charges, the bill must distinguish between charges for which
non-payment will result in disconnection of basic, local
service, and charges for which non-payment will not result in
such disconnection. The carrier must explain this distinction
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to the customer, and must clearly and conspicuously identify
on the bill those charges for which non-payment will not
result in disconnection of basic, local service. Carriers may
also elect to devise other methods of informing consumers on
the bill that they may contest charges prior to payment.

This provision in the FCC’s rule is not applicable to the services provided under

the MSA. No local exchange services are involved.

(d) Clear and conspicuous disclosure of inquiry contacts.
Telephone bills must contain clear and conspicuous
disclosure of any information that the subscriber may need to
make inquiries about, or contest, charges on the bill.
Common carriers must prominently display on each bill a
toll-free number or numbers by which subscribers may
inquire or dispute any charges on the bill. A carrier may list a
toll-free number for a billing agent, clearinghouse, or other
third party, provided such party possesses sufficient
information to answer questions concerning the subscriber’s
account and is fully authorized to resolve the consumer’s
complaints on the carrier’s behalf. Where the subscriber does
not receive a paper copy of his or her telephone bill, but
instead accesses that bill only by e-mail or internet, the
carrier may comply with this requirement by providing on the
bill an e-mail or web site address. Each carrier must make a
business address available upon request from a consumer.

The July 7, 2009 invoice, attached as Attachment A, clearly sets forth on every

page from page 1 through page 24 the toll free telephone number for questions or

problems along with the toll free telephone numbers for Customer Service, Fraud Report

and Billing Questions. By listing the toll free telephone numbers on the first 24 pages of

the bill meets the requirement “clear and conspicuous disclosure.”

This is the sum-total of the FCC’s truth in billing rule. No hint of a violation has

been provided by the Complainant. As the verified documentation attached hereto amply

demonstrates that Xtension’s invoices are fully compliant with the FCC’s rule.
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III. CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Covista’s Complaint must be denied because the Commission lacks

jurisdiction, and even if the Commission asserts jurisdiction the Complaint must be denied

because Covista failed to set forth reasonable grounds in its Complaint.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of,
XTENSION SERVICES, INC.

Thomas J. O’Brien
BRICKER & ECKLER LLP
100 South Third Street
Columbus, OH 43215-4291
Telephone: 614-227-2300
Facsimile: 614-227-2390
E-mail: tobrien@bricker.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the forgoing Motion to Dismiss has been

served upon the following parties listed below by electronic mail and/or regular U.S. mail,

postage prepaid, this 9th day of November 2012.

Thomas J. O’Brien

John M. Gonzales
The Behal law Group LLC
501 South High Street
Columbus, OH 43215
jgonzales@behallaw.com

Edward P. Gothard
Nowalsky, Bronston & Gothard
1420 Veterans Memorial Boulevard
Metairie, Louisiana 70005
egothard@nbglaw.com

Erik J. Cecil
SourceLaw, PC
9769 W. 119th Dr., Suite 32
Broomfield CO 80021
erik@sourcelawpc.com
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Victory Telecom Inc (VT) shall provide, and the named customer ("Cushy-nee) desires to purchase from VT, the services 'selected- in this Agreement and

all applicable Addenda (collectively "Service) on the following terms and conditions:

1. SERVICES. VT will provide to Customer the international, domestic interstate and intrastate tetecommunicatkets services ('Services') identified in the
Agreement and al Addenda (each, an -Addendum- end together, the 'Arkteride) entered into pursuant bthis Agreement. The Services am provisioned
by VT and/or through its applicable affiliates, subcontractors and vendors. Customer shall pay theappecabte rates and receive the applicable discounts
listed in this Agreement, If any. For serviced and charges not specifically set forth In the Agreement, Including, without limitation, installation and other
non-recurring charges, Customer shall pay VT's standard rates or charges for the applicable service. In addition to these terms and condition's,
additional terms and conditions Be detailed at www.xtensloneervices.com may be associated with specific Services. Both seta of terms and conditions
are binding on the parties, My corded between the two will be governed by the Service-specific tern* and conditions. VT reserves the right to
unilaterally amend or all terms conditions in response to regulatory changes beyond the control of VT that or
economics of the Services provided. Any costs associated with modeying or reprogramming Customer's equipment to make it compatible with VT-
provided Service will be the responsibility of Customer. Services provided by VT defined In this Agreement are Intended to be used by and billed to the
end-user customer and are NOT to be resold to Customer's clients. All offers of Service salt subject to credit approval and may include etaieleg credit
reporting agencies and requesting Customer financial statements.

2. TERM. Unless otherwise specified in an Addendum, the term of this Agreement 'shalt commence on the Seryiee activation date and wilt continue for
24 months. Service plans having a defined term automatically renew for successive terms at non-dIscounted term pricing existing at the time of renewal,
equal in length to the prior term, unless VT or Customer provides written notice of termination at least 30 days prior to the end ofthe current term.
Customers who decline term plan renewal but retain VT Service will be converted autornaticathy to a month-to-month agreement at the end of the current
term

3. CHARGES. VT recants shall document Customer's Service location(s), quantities, and monthly recurring rates 'stabilized under this Agreement, as
well as the applicable one-tnit charges for Initial instaltation, discounts or reedits, which are incorporated into this Agreement by reference. In addition to
the monthly charge(s), the Customer will pay all applicable taxes, tax -terse charges, and tax - retried surcharges (as such terms are defined In the
Agreement) except for those based on VT's income, If Customer provides VT with a duly authorized tax exemption certificate, VT will exempt Customer
In accordance with taw, effective on the dale VT receiver' the exemption certificate. When applicable, VT may apply additional charges related to the
Customer order when optional services are performed by VT, an underlying canter or Affiliate or subcontractor at the written request of the Cush:inter.
These charges may Include without emit, extending demarcation points or extending wiring Inside a customer premise. This traffic mac requirement and
surcharge applies to both flat -rate and tiered pricing programs but not to LATA OCN pricing programs. VT will provide cue/Tamer with a fist of RBOC
non -RSOC areas upon request. pn the event of increases In the underlying carrier coats on domestics and international rates, VT reserves the right to
adjust the contracted Domestic rates per minute with 21 days written notice to Customer, and Intematbnal rates per minute with 5 days written notice to
Customer.)

Victory Telecom

Initial

Customer 1

Initial

ATTACHMENT A

torah
ATTACHMENT A
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4. PAYMENT. VT wit Invoice customer Mont*. Customer agrees to payVT for all Services within Ten (10) days of Invoice date.Al payments must be

made in U.S. Dollars. Payments must be made at the address designated on the invoice or other such place as VT may designate in writing. Unless

otherwise specified, payments received WI be applied first to past due amounts followed by tate charges. recurring fees, intelligence fees and other

tees. if any, with any remaining, fundsapplied to outstanding long distance charges. Amounts not paid on or before Owe (5) days from Invoice dale Mail

be considered past due and Customer agrees to pays late payment charge equal to the lesser of (a) one and one -half percent (1.5%) per month

compounded; or (b) the maxirman amount allowed by appitesble law as applied against the past due amounts. If Customer does not give VT written

notice of a dispute with respect to VT charges or application of taxes or fees within abdy (60) days of the date of an invoice, such invoice shall be

deemed to be correct and binding on Customer. Al reasonable costs and expenses. InclUding but not limited to attorneys' Ws. expenses, court costs

and service charges, Incurred by VT In collecting payment will be an expense of and charge to Customer., [Customers paying VT. eyeless by credit card

or debt card will be charged a 2.9% fee for paid amounts of $1.000 or greaterremitted is the same month.) VT reserves the tired toadjust billing and

payment terms after credit review upon written notice to Customer.

5. MINIMUM UTILIZATION REQUIREMENT.
Each DST rime used by Customer for terminating or originating Services provisioned by Victory under

this Agreement has a Minimum monthly revenue requirement of 0 Dollars (10.00), provided however that this Is an aggregate revenue requirement

which shall be averaged somas at activeCustomer's DS1 circuits ("Minimum FacilityUtieratiori"). Commencing with the first Ail biting period foliowing

Service activalbe, N, in any given monthly billing period, the Customer Ms to meet or exceed the Minim= Facility litaketion, Victory has the right to

charge, in addition to all other appropriate charges, an underullikation fee equal to 0 Ddlars ($0.00) ernes the lumber of DS1 circuits minus the amount

of usage beet Customer further agrees that fakers to pay said undenititzation fee(*) constitutes a default under the terms of this Agreement.

IL TERMINATION. Customer or VT may terminate this Agreement for cause if written notice specifying the cause for termination and requesting

cerrection within 30 days is given the other party andthe cause is not corrected within the 30-day period. 'Cause" shin mean any malarial breach of the

terms of this Agreement As to payment of invoices, "Cause" shall mean the Customer's failure to pay any Wan* within stated prevent terms, For non

payment "Cause'. Customer shall have 24 houni to make payment and, thus making correction or VT reserves the right to terminate services

immediately, . If VT terminates this Agreement for Cause or Customer tamer:atm this Agreement early WITHOUT Caine, Customer shall pay early

termination charges. For termination prior to Installation of Service and after execution of this Agreement, early termination dunes shall be those

reasonable expenses incurred by VT through the date of termination including the minimum usage guarantee times the amount of months left In the

agreement If alter octivation of Service. Customer requests early temenabon of Service without Cause or If VT terminates this Agreement for Cause,

Customer agrees 1) to pay an early termination charge of the greater of: a) the average tithe previous three months' actual usage, plusall Monthly

Recurring Charges (MRCS), multiplied by the number of months remaining in the hum specified on the appliesble Addenclum(s); OR b) the minimum

monthly conenlimard phis the Monthly Reaming Charges (MRCs), multiplied by the number ci months remaining in the term specified on the applicable

Addendurn(s); 2) to pay VT for early termination penalties incurred by VT from underlying carrier (a) for cancellation of services including, but not

limited to T-1 and D83 services, both MRC and NRC; a) to pay VT for Services actually received; 4) to repay VT for any credits. discounts, or waived

installation or emedite costs received. Month- to-month Service Agreements may be terminated on 30 days' written notice to VT without payment of

termination charges. If Customer requires fewer frees during the term of this Agreement, the number of lines may be reduced without liability, unless

service for such lines is re-established with another provider, or the line reduction Is made for the purpose of reducing termination liability.

7. SERVICE SUSPEXSIONiMAINTENANCE VT may from time to time suspend Service for routine maintenance or rearrangement for a short period of

time. Whenever possible, VT will give Customer advance notification. Any VT liability resulting from a Service suspension shall be determined in

accordance with Section 7 of this Agreement.

B. UMFTATION OF LIABILITY AND DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. VT SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO CUSTOMER FOR ANY INCIDENTAL
INDIFtECT. SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL. DAMAGES OF ANY KIND INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF
BUSINESS. OR LOSS OF PROFIT. IN NO EVENT SHALL VT BE LIABLE FOR THE ACTS, OMIS SIONS, OR DELAYS IMPOSED BY THIRD-PARTY

VENDORS TO VT AS LONG AS VT fteS MADE REASONABLE EFFORTSTO OBTAIN THE NECESSARY SERVICES ON A TIMELY BASIS. ANY

vT LIABILITY TO CUSTOMER FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY KIND UNDER. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT EXCEED, IN AMOUNT, A SUM
EQUIVALENT TO THE APPLICABLE OUT-OF-SERVICE CREDIT. REMEDIES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT ARE EXCLUSIVE AND LIMITED TO
THOSE EXPRESSLY DESCRIBED HEREIN. EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT, THERE IS NO WARRANTIES:
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED AS TO ANY VT SERVICES, RELATED PRODUCTS, EQUIPMENT. SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATK714. VT
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, AND WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OR TITLE OR NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

Customer 2
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9. ASSIGNMENT. Neither
party ovagmreigeriffs Agreement (% any of its rights hereunder without the prior written consent of the other party, which

consent shall not be unreasonably veMeelat Provided that VT may assign us Agreement to an Ems* or without the Customer's written

consent

10. SEVERABILITY. tr any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or ungisformiable. the remainder of this Agreement will remain in full force

and effect, and such provision will be deemed to be amended to the minimum extern necessary to render it enfdrcesbie.

11. FORCE MAJEURE. If performance by VT of any obligation under this Agreement is prevented, restricted or interfered with by causes kit:Ming

without limitation failure or mallsictiott of Customer lied equipment acts of 4ott, explosions, Vandalism, cable cat, atom. Ass, goods or other

catastrophes, power ream., national emergencies, insurrections, dots, terrorism or tfuesteried terrorism, were, *SA lockouts, boycotts, mirk stoppages

or other labor difficulties, Of any row, order, regulation or other actions of any governmental authority, agency, Instnintentatity, or 0 any WI or military

authority. then VT Mall be excused from such performsime on aday-to-day basis Whit ardent cisuch restriction or interference.

12. CONFIDENTIALITY. From time to time during the WOO of thisAgreement, both parties may become privy to comer proprietary. r;erinderalat or

sensitive business Infonnallon penalising to the other petty ("Confidential Informatioia The receiving party agrees to hold the Confidential Information in

the strictest confidence and to refrain from disclosing such information to third pates (except to its legal, Handal and insurance counsel end auditors).

directly or indirectly, except with the prior written consent of the other party or as may be required by legal, accounting or regulatory requirements

beyond the reasonable control of the parties. Information shall notbe or shall cease to be Confidential Information If it Is or becomes publicly &visitable

through no direct or Indirect act In breach of this Agreement of the receiving party or any of Its employees, agents or contractors. Upon the earlier of

request or the torninadon or expiration of this Agreement for any meson, each party will promptly deliver to the other party or destroy (at the party's

option) the other patty's Confidential Information end any copies, notes, extracts or summaries thereat This provision shall survive any lamination or

other expiration of this Agreement.

13. GOVEFtiONG LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the taws of the State ofTex as. excluding conflicts of law provisions.

14. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS..ONS. The parties agree that a digitized (electronic) copy of the exectded Agreementshall be the tame as an original cow In

addition to any provisions that by their nature would SUIVIVO, Section 7 shall survive termination, cancellation or expiration of this Agreement. In any legal

action or arbitration or other arising out of or related to Cr for the enforcement of thisAgreement the successful or miming party shall be

milled to recover reasons' attorneys' fees and other costs incurred In that action or proceeding. in addition to any other relief to which It may be

entitled from the .nonstevailing party. Nothing contained herein. shall be deeined to create any third party beneficiary Tights in any party. This

Agreement, Including the Addenda attached hereto, Is die loin understanding and agreement between the pasties with respect is Its auger& manor.

Them are no other terms, covenants, conditions, warranties Or representations between the parties, whether written or unwritten, not s4 forth herein.
This Agreement supersedes any other such prior of conterneOransous oral or mitten discusatens, agreentente, understandings or correspondence. Any

revisions to this Agreementmany approved in writing and signed try both patties.

WITNESS WHEREOF. the Pallier aexearle this AOreernant on the Ord ear of March

Communications

Cu Stoma Name:

Co OS' f 1 c-

,"
Sipat signature:

N e: Timmy Parma Title: President Name: Title:

.5-113C 91/lif VP Ck5
Address: 921 W. Lamar #105, Arlington, TX 76012 Address: low INA,,,,,,,x

Cke..41Anee r TTIQ 37'11 Ef

Victory Telecom

Initial

Customer

Initial
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This foregoing document was electronically filed with the Public Utilities 

Commission of Ohio Docketing Information System on 

11/9/2012 4:55:51 PM

in

Case No(s). 12-2574-TP-CSS

Summary: Motion to Dimiss and Memorandum in Support electronically filed by Teresa
Orahood on behalf of Xtension Services, Inc.


